An Anthology of
Strength

Children of Stone - Suheir Hammad
Now that our soil has become coconspirator
Eating up our dreams and dusty
tears
Bearing the fruit of our horrors
In orange navels
Rooting us yet stronger
Firmer to our ancestors’ bones
We ask

When did stones
Become the comrades of sunken boys
Who utilize rubber bullets and
empty shells
As toys
?

When did stones
Become the confidants of young
girls
Whose clothes and pride
Across the river were hurled
?

When war smoked
His way into our collective
dream
Were we awake
?
Or
Did the morningstar
Dawn on us
To to rhythmless din of rape
?

I Know Not How It Falls On Me - Emily Bronte
I know not how it falls on me,
This summer evening, hushed and lone;
Yet the faint wind comes soothingly
With something of an olden tone.
Forgive me if I’ve shunned so long
Your gentle greeting,earth and air!
But sorrow withers even the strong,
And who can fight against despair?

Bound for Hell - Marina Tsvetaeva

Hell, my ardent sisters, be assured,
Is where we’re bound; we’ll drink the
pitch of hell—
We, who have sung the praises of the
lord
With every fiber in us, every cell.

We, careless seamstresses (our seams all
ran,
Whether we sewed or not)—yet we have been
Such dancers, we have played the pipes of
Pan:
The world was ours, each one of us a
queen.

We, who did not manage to devote
Our nights to spinning, did not bend
and sway
Above a cradle—in a flimsy boat,
Wrapped in a mantle, we’re now borne
away.

First, scarcely draped in tatters, and
disheveled,
Then plaited with a starry diadem;
We’ve been in jails, at banquets we have
revelled:
But the rewards of heaven, we’re lost to
them,

Every morning, every day, we’d rise
And have the finest Chinese silks to
wear;
And we’d strike up the songs of
paradise

Lost in nights of starlight, in the garden
Where apple trees from paradise are found.
No, be assured, my gentle girls, my ardent
And lovely sisters, hell is where we’re

Awaking in New York - Maya Angelou
Curtains forcing their will
against the wind,
children sleep,
exchanging dreams with
seraphim. The city
drags itself awake on
subway straps; and
I, an alarm, awake as a
rumor of war,
lie stretching into dawn,
unasked and unheeded.

Do Not Stand At My Grave And Weep - Mary Elizabeth Frye
Do not stand at my grave and weep,
I am not there, I do not sleep.
I
I
I
I

am
am
am
am

a thousand winds that blow.
the diamond glint of snow.
the sunlight on ripened grain.
the gentle autumn rain.

When you
I am the
Of quiet
I am the

wake in the morning hush,
sweet, uplifting rush
birds in circling flight.
soft starlight at night.

Do not stand at my grave and weep,
I am not there, I do not sleep.
(Do not stand at my grave and cry.
I am not there, I did not die!)

Children of Stone - Suheir Hammad
I think that this is an extremely powerful poem. Suheir
Hammad, a Palestinian-born poet, writes with a perfect balance
of passion and realism. She uses beautiful, poignant language,
but doesn’t sugarcoat the horrors of living in the midst of a
war. As a supporter of Palestine myself, I feel as though
Hammad knows exactly how to convey the atrocity of this crisis
in as little as a few words. She transfers her emotion and
dedication to the cause into the poem, and highlights the
suffering of the people currently living there. She writes
about how war changes people, about the children who are
slowly losing their youth and innocence. My favourite line of
the poem is ‘When war smoked his way into our collective
dream, were we awake?’. I think that this is especially
striking because it perfectly describes how quickly things can
happen and change, and how suddenly everything can be
destroyed.

I Know Not How it Falls On Me - Emily Bronte
I love this poem, not only because of the refined, emotive
descriptions of the natural wonders of the earth, but also
because of the notes of melancholy that come with them. Bronte
expresses her regret at her growing inability to recognise the
beauty in life. It is clear that she is torn between trusting
the divinity of nature to bring light to her life, or allowing
her doubt and despair to overcome her faith in the world. It
is a very raw poem, because of her apparent emotional dilemma,
one that many others struggle with even today when times are
tough. To me, the most poignant line is ‘But sorrow withers
even the strong,’. I find it powerful because it is very true;
even the strongest of people can be overwhelmed by negative
emotions, no matter who they are.

Bound for Hell - Marina Tsvetaeva
This is such a powerful poem. I love the language, the
spirit and most importantly, the feminist message.
Tsvetaeva writes with such a fervent passion, and every
word incites a fire in its reader. This is really
inspiring, as feminism and equal rights was a foreign
concept at the time this poem was written. In the poem,
Tsvetaeva writes ‘We, who did not manage to devote our
nights to spinning’. For me, this is the most
significant line of the poem, as the poet is
encouraging women not to bend to the will of anybody
but themselves, and to part from the common stereotype
that a woman’s place is cooking, cleaning, sewing etc.,
which was nearly impossible at the time.

Awaking in New York - Maya Angelou
This poem runs much deeper than the others. Below the surface, the metaphors and
comparisons are endless, and if you look closely enough, you realise that Angelou’s
emotions run rampant in every line. She successfully manages to balance an
apparently normal description of New York with an almost imperceptible window into
her soul. The first two lines are as such: ‘Curtains forcing their will Against the
wind’. At first glance, this line could just be considered an average description of
the windy New York weather. However, I think that this a surprisingly turbulent way
of describing something as ‘normal’ as the weather. The line, in my opinion, is
really a comparison to the turbulence that Angelou feels inside. This kind of innerconflict is explored in great depth throughout the rest of the poem. Near the end of
the poem, Angelou compares herself to an alarm. This could just mean that waking up
is a part of her daily routine. I think, however, that this is a very deliberate
word, as an alarm is essentially just a piece of technology without any kind of
emotional connection. Could this mean that Angelou feels empty, or even soulless
inside? A little further along in the poem she writes ‘awake as a rumour of war’. To
me, the use of the word ‘war’ is an allusion to the conflict and violence she has
come from, as though she thinks that her horrific past experiences define her, and
that she is just the product of this austerity.

Do Not Stand At My Grave And Weep - Mary Elizabeth
Frye

I included this poem last in my anthology
because I think it’s a really hopeful poem.
It’s a really nice sentiment, that even after
death you are still present in everything
around you. I myself believe that death is the
end, that there is nothing after it, but it’s
still a comforting thought. This is a
beautifully written poem, and the poet’s denial
of her own death is a really powerful way to
end it. This is just a really sweet poem which,
despite being slightly macabre, is still nice
within itself.

